
Etac Swift Mobile shower commode
A modern shower commode chair available in several models appreciated for its versatility.

Various models 
Etac Swift Mobile is available in three versions. Swift 
Mobile, Swift Mobile 160 with increased weight capacity 
and Swift Mobile 24" which is equipped with 24" rear 
wheels. All have the same characteristic design and 
functions.

Back support with maximum  
comfort
The soft back support is adjustable using velcro straps. 
The material is carefully chosen so it does not stick to 
the body. It dries quickly and can easily be removed for 
cleaning. To prevent the back support from sliding, it is 
fixed at the top to the bow handle.

Choose seat height 
The seat height can easily be set, without using tools. 
Most common is that the height is set to fit over the toilet. 
But also consider the user's transfer to and from the 
chair and the care giver's work situation.

The seat is detachable for easy cleaning.

Description Item no.
Swift Mobile, part assembled 80209400
Swift Mobile, assembled 80209401
Swift Mobile, part assembled w. bucket holder 80209404
Swift Mobile, part assembled w. pan holder 80209405
Swift Mobile, assembled w. pan holder 80209406

Standard: back support, seat, arm supports, foot supports and 4 lockable castors

Weight

16.5 kg (36.6lbs)

Dimensions
Total width: 58 cm (22¾”) 
Width between arm supports: 48 cm (19")

Materials
Chassis: powder painted steel 
Seat/Arm supports: polypropylene 
Back support: polyester/Velcro 
Foot support: polypropene 
Castors: polyamid/TPE, lockable, ball bearing.

Maintenance

135 298

Clean the product with a solvent-free cleaning agent (pH level 5–9), or with a 70 % disin-
fectant solution. Can be decontaminated at max 85°C / 185°F is so required.
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Features
Adjustable back support
The back support can be adjusted using 
velcro straps. 

Easy to adjust the height
Swift Mobile can be adjusted to different fixed 
seat heights. It is easily done from both sides 
without using tools.

Ergonomic foot supports
The gently curved foot support ensures 
comfort and stability.

Foldable arm supports 
The arm supports are foldable to facilitate 
side transfer. If needed they can be locked in 
a folded down position with a locking device 
(accessory).
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